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hello
● william woodruff

○ senior security engineer @ Trail of Bits
○ Homebrew, pip-audit, sigstore-python maintainer, contributor to many things
○ @yossarian@yossarian.net (Mastodon)
○ @8x5clPW2 (blue bird site)

● Trail of Bits
○ small mid-sized security consultancy (~130 people)
○ NYC based, but >80% remote
○ areas:

■ foundational program analysis and cryptography research
■ applied cryptography, supply-chain, general security engineering
■ client security audits

○ we’re hiring!
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what engineers 
think a python 
package is

my-package/
setup.py
my_package/

__init__.py
some_mod.py
another/

__init__.py
junk.py
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what a python 
package actually is
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a python package 
is “just” a name

this name has 
nothing to do 
with the module 
name, and has 
different rules

$ python -m pip install Pillow
Collecting Pillow
  Downloading 
Pillow-9.3.0-cp310-cp310-macosx_10_
10_x86_64.whl (3.3 MB)
Installing collected packages: 
Pillow
Successfully installed Pillow-9.3.0

$ python
>>> import PIL
>>> PIL.__version__
‘9.3.0’
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a python package 
is composed of 
versions, and 
versions are 
composed of 
distributions

$ python -m pip install Pillow
Collecting Pillow
  Downloading 
Pillow-9.3.0-cp310-cp310-macosx_10_
10_x86_64.whl (3.3 MB)
Installing collected packages: 
Pillow
Successfully installed Pillow-9.3.0

$ python
>>> import PIL
>>> PIL.__version__
‘9.3.0’
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PyPI supports two 
distribution 
formats: sdists and 
wheels

sdist: source distributions 
(one per version)

wheels: “built” distributions 
(many per version)
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source distributions
the “fuck around and find out” approach to packaging
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Python doesn’t know what your distribution’s name is

● Until (very) recently, sdist filenames were only loosely standardized as 
`{project}-{version}.tar.gz`

● version is a PEP 440 version, meaning it can contain dashes
● …but `project` can also include dashes, per PEP 345 and forwards!
● Result: there are packages on PyPI whose name/version can’t be 

unambiguously parsed from just the sdist index entry!
○ pip et al. hack around this by keeping additional parse context

● Fixed in PEP 625, which was accepted ~2 months ago
○ …but hacks will stay in place because of old distributions

cffi-1.0.2-2.tar.gz

Package(cffi), 
Version(1.0.2-2)

Package(cffi-1-0-2), 
Version(2)

https://peps.python.org/pep-0440/
https://peps.python.org/pep-0345/
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sdists are “just” a 
tarball of the Python 
source plus a 
build/install script

that script is usually 
setup.py

pictured: a reasonable 
looking setup.py
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setup.py can do 
anything it wants!

including hooking 
subcommands!
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From Sonatype:
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`pip install --dry-run` — ACE or not?
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`pip download` — ACE or not?

Uses `setup.py egg_info` to generate package metadata!
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$ pip download --no-deps issue7325 
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built distributions
or: i think i can build it better than you can
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recap: wheels are 
“built” distributions

“built” doesn’t actually 
mean “binary code”

it means structured 
metadata and layout, rather 
than a YOLO’d tarball
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wheels can be 
pure Python!
wheels are the correct 
way to distribute pure 
Python packages in 2022 — 
no arbitrary code exec via 
setup.py!

tooling for wheels is 
mature; python -m build 
should just work
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…but they can also 
contain binaries
loadable shared objects for 
python extensions + 
loadable shared objects for 
vendored native 
dependencies

tools like auditwheel assist 
with this by automatically 
relocating deps into the 
bdist

`import foo` searches a bunch 
of paths, including foo.so and 
foo.abi3.so

https://github.com/pypa/auditwheel
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binary wheels: 
good and bad
good: saves end users from 
running complex source 
builds/building things 
wrong/toolchain support

bad: massive build/support 
matrices: 5 python versions 
(incl PyPy) ⨯ 3 host OSes ⨯ 
2-3 libc builds per OS; hard 
to test!

tools like cibuildwheel assist 
with this by automating wheel 
builds across large matrices

CPython also tries to help by 
providing a stable ABI (“abi3”): 
wheels built for abi3-py36 
are CPython 3.6+ compatible

https://cibuildwheel.readthedocs.io/
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the not-so-stable ABI

to use the stable ABI, you 
define Py_LIMITED_API 
to the version you’d like to 
use…

…which is completely 
disconnected from the CLI 
option used to tag a wheel 
as stable-ABI-compatible!
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we made a tool (abi3audit) 
to look for these incorrectly 
tagged wheels, and found 
that 15% of all PyPI projects 
have at least one 
mis-tagged wheel

ABI mismatches = potential 
crashes and memory 
corruption!

the not-so-stable ABI

https://github.com/trailofbits/abi3audit
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looking forwards

a few big trends happening on the horizon:

✅ it’s becoming harder to misconfigure packages, and easier to make and 
distribute wheels
○ PEP 517 (pyproject.toml!), pypa/build, pypa/flit

✅ it’s easier to audit your dependencies for vulnerabilities
○ pypa/pip-audit

🚧 it’s becoming easier to codesign for Python packages without PGP
○ Sigstore

🚧 it’s becoming easier to publish to PyPI without managing credentials
○ OIDC federation with GitHub Actions and other CI providers

talk to me about these after this talk!

https://peps.python.org/pep-0517/
https://github.com/pypa/build
https://github.com/pypa/flit
https://pypi.org/project/pip-audit/
https://www.sigstore.dev/
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addenda: cursed things to look up on your own

● the URL requirement format, including `#egg` fragments
○ `foo[bar] @ git+https://example.com/baz#egg=quux[lol]`

● no specified limit on version length (see below)
● some wheels are built with `-ffast-math`, breaking FP in remote code

○ Brendan Dolan-Gavitt: someone's been messing with my subnormals!
● there is no guaranteed fixed point for dependency resolution

○ thanks to setup.py of course
○ Dustin Ingram: why PyPI doesn't know your project's dependencies

https://moyix.blogspot.com/2022/09/someones-been-messing-with-my-subnormals.html?m=1
https://dustingram.com/articles/2018/03/05/why-pypi-doesnt-know-dependencies/
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thank you!


